
 
 
 
 
“HC” Heavy Duty Commercial Steam Generators 
The SaunaFin “HC” (heavy commercial) generators are manufactured specifically for use in heavy demand, 
steady applications such as health clubs and large hotels. The HC generators are designed for a continuous use 
application.  The HC units are on all day and they continuously regulate and maintain steam pressure in the 
tank. The generator is a commercial boiler built to the standards of Section I of the A.S.M.E. Code. The HC unit 
is completely automatic.  It does not require any supervision. The SaunaFin HC generators can be found in such 
places as the Widewater hotels, Oxford Suites, and Casino Windsor.  We are the specified supplier to Movati 
Athletic. 
 
The “HC” steamers carry a one-year limited warranty.  
 
 
“SMP”  Residential / Light Duty Commercial Steamer 
 
The SMP units are well suited for light duty commercial use i.e. a SMP boutique spa, condominium or small hotel where there 
will be periodic (vs. constant) use. There are several advantages of the SMP units in such applications.  The units are 
physically much SMP smaller and can easily be hidden close to the steamroom.  The digital display and simple arrow icons 
make it easy for any user to turn on the steam and program their preferred temperature.  Because the SMP steamer is less 
complicated, they are easier and less costly to install.  Lastly, in most applications, the SMP units are less expensive.  
 
All units feature Stainless Steel water and have a 60-minute time cycle.  The telephone type connectors make it 
simple to install the steam controls.   Comes with modern controls with simple to use icons for complete user 
control of temperature.  These units are available with an optional auto flush feature. 
 
The “SMPP” steamers carry a one-year limited warranty for commercial use (five years for residential).  
 
 
 
Based on your application, we recommend the:     
 

HC  Heavy Duty Commercial     
  

SMP  Light Duty Commercial       
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